Press report from LIKO-S:
LIKO-S succeed at international trade fair BAU 2015 in Munich

From the 19th of January till the 24th of January, for the first time in its history, LIKO-S attended the
biggest trade fair-BAU 2015 which is organized every two years in Munich. During this trade fair
mostly products from the division Interiors were introduced, such as partition walls and mobile walls.
Besides that LIKO-S introduced for a very first time the interactive partition SMART-i-WALL® and
easily moveable mobile wall called VACUWALL®.
The LIKO-S stand was all made of company’s products but the biggest attractions were SMART-iWALL® and VACUWALL®. The interactive partition SMART-i-WALL® is a revolutionary glass partition
in its field because image can be projected on it, it can also be controlled by touch and at the same
time the whole partition is becoming a speaker. The mobile wall VACUWALL® is easy to set up and
dismantle and the consumer can set it up according his needs.
Orraine Williams, the project manager of the SMART-i-WALL® adds: “BAU2015 was an eye opening
experience. I was surprised by the high level of activity and interest in our company. I was proud to
showcase our products among the best in the world, and further differentiate ourselves as truly
innovative leaders in office walls.”
The 2015 year just begins and LIKO-S is already preparing many new releases. Firstly, official
introduction of our mobile wall VACUWALL® to the Czech market in March, followed by a
construction of the R&D center in April which is developed in a cooperation with prof. Franek. The
main goal for this year is a proactive customer approach, innovation and a high level of product
processing.
„Visitors from all over the World – from the USA, through RSA and Turkey up to South Korea –
showed their interest in our products. We are very pleased by positive responses to our newest
products SMART-i-WALL® and VACUWALL® which confirmed that our direction – to be an innovative
leader in office partitions – is the right one,” praises Jan Musil, the head of export team.

